What criteria to identify a fish?
Here is a fish. You know that you have never seen it before. But how do you know that? Through
the unconscious synthesis of an array of indices: shape, colour pattern, behaviour… If you want to
identify this fish, you need to find out what are these indices, and how to select and describe them
properly.
• Body shape: how to be precise enough?
It is very hard to describe the overall body shape with accuracy. Actually, to avoid hazardous
descriptions, there is only one possible solution: compare with a fish you know well (for instance:
looks like a triggerfish, with a flatter body).
• Head: eyes and mouth
The shape of the head also is difficult to describe clearly. For instance, the size, shape and
orientation of the mouth may differ between otherwise similar species, but how to describe them?
Try assessing it compared to the eye position (for instance: mouth terminal, ending behind rear eye).
The eye position may also be of interest (compare then with… mouth position!). Eye size can be
accurately assessed by comparing its diameter to snout length (i.e. distance from tip of upper jaw to
front of the eye). Quite often, eyes are proportionally bigger in juvenile fish.
• Fins: family relationships
Number and position of fins are easy to describe features… However, be aware that the actual fin
shape may change from juvenile to adult. Also, the front part of the dorsal fin (or the first dorsal fin
for those who have several) is often folded and not visible when the fish swims.
Anyway, number and shape of the fins are important structural features that are logically shared by
many related species and families. They are of little interest to tell apart closely related species
(which is the most common situation you may encounter).
• Colour: patterns first
Don’t focus too much on the overall body colour, that may be hard to describe, and may vary a lot
(depending on age, environment, stress, depth…). It is also very difficult to assess the actual colour
of a fish underwater (remember: red, and then yellow wavelength disappear quite fast with depth).
You should rather look for patterns: lines, bars, spots… light or dark, or brightly coloured. If a
pattern is very contrasted, “showing up”, there is a chance that it is of importance for intra-specific
communication. Thus this pattern will probably be absent, or clearly different, in similarly looking
species.
• And…
If a fish has specific appendages (eye tentacles, barbels, skin tassels,…), they are worth a proper
description. Sometimes, the lateral line (a line of sensitive pores on the body side) shows a
peculiar shape or colour, and is thus a potentially useful criterion. Habitat, way of life (“swims
close to the surface”) and behaviour (“solitary and territorial, curious”) may also help to confirm
that it is the good fish when you refer to you identification book.
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